
Race Face Lifetime Warranty  

Race Face provides each retail purchaser of a Race Face branded current component product (“current 
component product” or “product” as defined by the Race Face catalogue as of July 1st, 2022) a “lifetime” 
(defined as a Practical Product Lifespan) warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. This includes 
those purchased at retail as original equipment on a complete bicycle. This warranty covers manufacturing 
defects that cause a product to not function as intended. All component products, in addition to manufacturing 
defects, are covered against the damage occurring as a result of riding, including crashes.

Practical Product Lifespan means the usual and customary wearable life of the product as determined in Race 
Face’s sole discretion. The Practical Product Lifespan does not mean for your lifetime or mean a time period 
that is indefinite. The manner in which the product is used directly impacts the usual and customary life of the 
product, as materials will deteriorate over time and moving parts will wear.  

This warranty only applies to Race Face offered in the 2022 catalogue, and newer. Any products not specifically 
included herein are expressly excluded.  

THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER: Normal wear and tear; Visual defects; Improper assembly; Improper main-
tenance or unauthorized repair; Installation of components, parts, or accessories not originally intended for 
or compatible with the products as sold; Except as expressly stated herein, damage or failure due to accident, 
misuse, abuse, or neglect; Labor charges for part replacement or changeover.  

This warranty is void in its entirety by any modification to any products or components. This warranty is 
expressly limited to the repair or replacement of a defective item, and said repair or replacement is the sole 
remedy of the warranty. This warranty applies only to Race Face components purchased directly through Race 
Face or through an authorized dealer or distributor, including those purchased as original equipment on a 
complete bicycle. Neither Race Face nor its parents, affiliates or subsidiaries are responsible for any incidental 
or consequential damages. Some states do not allow the exclusion of incidental or consequential damages, 
so the above exclusion may not apply to you. Any claim against this warranty must be made through either 
Race Face directly (within North America), or an authorized dealer or distributor. Proof of purchase and service 
maintenance receipts are required. Claims made outside the country of purchase may be subject to fees and 
additional restrictions. Warranty duration and detail may differ by country. This warranty gives you specific legal 
rights, and those rights may vary from place to place. This warranty does not affect your statutory rights. The 
English version of the warranty shall prevail. 

In countries such as Germany that have laws restricting the usage of a Lifetime Warranty statement or require 
an explicit warranty term, the Race Face Lifetime warranty including crashes has a warranty term of 10 years.




